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arcgis is the only gis for desktop that is fully integrated and supports windows, mac, and linux. it is built on top of the
revolutionary server-based arcsde technology. arcgis server is a turnkey solution for hosting and sharing geospatial data. it

provides the underlying storage and processing of geospatial data. the user interface and the flexibility of the database
allow users to access and query the data without having to create or manage a database on their own. arcgis is the only gis
for desktop that is fully integrated and supports windows, mac, and linux. it is built on top of the revolutionary server-based

arcsde technology. arcgis server is a turnkey solution for hosting and sharing geospatial data. it provides the underlying
storage and processing of geospatial data. the user interface and the flexibility of the database allow users to access and

query the data without having to create or manage a database on their own. the arcgis online for arcgis is a free, web-
based platform that enables you to create, host, and share gis content within the arcgis online system. arcgis online is built
on the arcgis platform and provides a user interface, a data model, and tools to help you manage and share your data and

map services with other users. arcgis for desktop provides the capabilities of gis for the desktop, including a mapping
component and a suite of tools for analyzing data and for managing spatial information. arcgis for desktop provides the

same functionality as the arcgis enterprise software, but is free and available to everyone.
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the arcgis mobile app is designed for mobile device users, allowing them to access and download data from their mobile
devices. map data is stored locally in the device's address book, eliminating the need for a persistent network connection.
the arcgis mobile app also provides a mechanism for sharing location-based information with colleagues and friends. the

arcgis online extension for internet explorer and arcgis explorer provides a single location to view web map services using
a browser. the arcgis online extension for internet explorer is designed to meet the needs of those people who are

interested in exploring, viewing and sharing map content in the browser. once installed, it provides an easy way to view,
search, organize and download map services from esri.com and other sources. the arcgis mobile app is designed for mobile

device users, allowing them to access and download data from their mobile devices. map data is stored locally in the
device's address book, eliminating the need for a persistent network connection. the arcgis mapper extension for arcpad is
now installed with arcpad in your arcgis online workspace. it is enabled by default and is completely free and open source.
mapper provides a simple, no-frills mapping interface that lets you bring your gis data directly into arcpad to create maps,

charts, and layers. you can import shapefiles, wfs, kml, and more using oauth token authentication, or use your own
username and password for a one-time import. you can use the arcgis api to create, edit, and delete new features in your
data. select the fields you want to display on the map and map attributes with a click of a button. you can also add table
data to your map or perform a variety of other operations. the arcgis api is a set of tools that you can use to access your

data, manipulate it, and display it on a map. you can find more information about arcgis mapper at the arcgis mapper
website: 5ec8ef588b
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